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Abstract

Retinal synaptic connections and function are developmentally regulated. Retinal synaptic activity plays critical roles in the
development of retinal synaptic circuitry. Dopamine receptors have been thought to play important roles in the activity-
dependent synaptic plasticity in central nervous system. The primary goal of this study is to determine whether dopamine
D1 receptor regulates the activity-dependent development of retinal light responsiveness. Accordingly, we recorded
electroretinogram from wild type mice and mice with genetic deletion of D1 dopamine receptor (D12/2 mice) raised under
cyclic light conditions and constant darkness. Our results demonstrated that D12/2 mice have reduced amplitudes of all
three major components of electroretinogram in adulthood. When the relative strength of the responses is considered, the
D12/2 mice have selective reduction of the amplitudes of a-wave and oscillatory potentials evoked by low-intermediate
intensities of lights. During postnatal development, D12/2 mice have increased amplitude of b-wave at the time of eye-
opening but reduced developmental increase of the amplitude of b-wave after eye opening. Light deprivation from birth
significantly reduced the amplitudes of b-wave and oscillatory potentials, increased the outer retinal light response gain and
altered the light response kinetics of both a- and b-waves of wild type mice. In D12/2 mice, the effect of dark rearing on
the amplitude of oscillatory potentials was diminished and dark rearing induced effects on the response gain of outer retina
and the kinetics of a-wave were reversed. These results demonstrated roles of dopamine D1 receptor in the activity-
dependent functional development of mouse retina.
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Introduction

Retinal synaptic connections and function are developmentally

regulated. These developmental regulations are reflected in

changes of density of synapses, expression of neurotransmitter

receptors, re-organization of synaptic inputs of different synaptic

pathways, excitability and light responsiveness of retinal neurons

during development. For example, the light responsiveness of

photoreceptors, bipolar cells, and retinal ganglion cells (RGCs)

measured using flash and pattern electroretinogram (ERG) of

rabbits, lamb, rats, dogs and human increase during postnatal

development [1–14]. The amplitudes of light responses of retinal

ganglion cell (RGC) in cat, ferret and mouse increase after eye

opening [15–17]. In mouse, the rate of spontaneous synaptic

inputs to RGCs increases approximately 4-fold in a period of 1 to

2 weeks after eye opening [17]. In addition, the number of RGCs

receiving synaptic inputs from both ON and OFF bipolar cells

decreases after eye opening [18]. Visual experience affects the

functional and morphological development of retinal synaptic

circuitry. Dark rearing increases the density of conventional

synapses in the inner plexiform layer (IPL) of mouse and rat retinas

[19–20] and delayed the bipolar cell morphological maturation in

rabbits [21]. In hamster, dark rearing blocked an age-related

dendritic modification of ‘‘aberrant’’ RGCs [22]. In mice and rats,

dark rearing retarded the maturation of the strength of sponta-

neous RGC synaptic inputs, the age-dependent segregation of ON

and OFF inputs to RGCs, light-evoked responsiveness of RGCs

[17–18,23–25] and the age-dependent expression of GABA and

glutamate receptors of retinal neurons [26–29]. Despite the

evidence that visual deprivation alters maturational changes in

retinal synaptic structures and functions, little is known about the

synaptic and molecular mechanisms of activity-dependent devel-

opmental regulation of retinal light evoked responses.

Dopamine receptors have been thought to play important roles

in the activity-dependent synaptic plasticity in CNS [30–33], by

regulating the intrinsic excitability of CNS neurons [30], activity of

AMPA and NMDA receptors [34–40], and GABAergic activity

[41]. In retina, dopamine receptors are expressed by all neurons

and play important roles for retinal development, synaptic

formation and transmission, and adaptations [42–43]. For

instance, D1 dopamine receptors are expressed by retinal

horizontal cells and AII amacrine cells to regulate gap junction

connections between these cells [44–46]. D1 dopamine receptors

are also expressed by RGCs and intrinsic photo-sensitive RGCs
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(ipRGCs) to regulate light adaptation and light sensitivity of these

cells [47–48]. In addition, D1 dopamine receptors have been

reported to regulate acetylcholine release from amacrine cells [49–

50], GABA release from horizental cells [51], retinal neuron

growth cone motility and neurite outgrowth [52], and activity-

dependent control of ocular growth [53]. More interestingly, the

expression profile of dopamine receptors or the number of

dopaminergic cells during postnatal development indicates that

dopamine is involved in retinal development [54–55]. In addition,

the storage and release of dopamine from dopaminergic amacrine

cells is regulated by light and visual activity [55–58]. These results

raise a possibility that dopamine receptor expression and

dopamine receptor mediated signaling might regulate the activ-

ity-dependent development of retinal light evoked responses.

The primary goal of this study is to determine whether

dopamine D1 receptor regulates the activity-dependent develop-

ment of retinal light responsiveness. Accordingly, we recorded

flash light evoked ERG from mice with genetic deletion of D1

dopamine receptor (D12/2 mice) during postnatal development

and compared the results with age-matched wild type (WT)

controls. In addition, we examined the ERG responses of both

WT and D12/2 mice raised in constant darkness from birth.

Our results demonstrated that D12/2 mice have reduced

amplitudes of ERG responses, especially the amplitudes of a-wave

and OPs evoked by low-intermediate light intensities. At the time

of eye-opening, D12/2 mice have increased amplitude of ERG

b-wave but reduced developmental increase of the amplitude of

ERG b-wave after eye opening. Interestingly, dark rearing of WT

mice from birth significantly reduced the amplitudes of b-wave

and oscillatory potentials (OPs), increased the outer retinal light

response gain to the low light intensity stimulation, and altered the

light response kinetics of both a- and b-waves. In D12/2 mice,

the effect of dark rearing on the amplitude of OPs was diminished

and the dark rearing induced effect on the response gain of outer

retina and the changes of the kinetics of ERG a-wave were

reversed. These results demonstrated roles of dopamine D1

receptor in the development and activity-dependent functional

plasticity of mouse retina.

Experimental Procedures

Ethic Statement
All procedures of handling, maintenance and preparation of

animals met the NIH guidelines and were approved by the Animal

Care and Use Committee of Yale University.

Animals and dark rearing
ERGs were recorded from both eyes of C57BL/6 (WT) and

D12/2 mice (The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine).

Both the WT and D12/2 mice were either raised under cyclic

light/dark conditions as controls or under constant darkness. The

control animals were fed and housed under 12:12 hour cyclic

light/dark conditions in regular mouse rooms located in the

Animal Care Facility. The average light intensity illuminating the

cages during subjective day was 40 lux for control mice. Dark

reared animals were housed in conventional mouse cages, which

were placed in a continuously ventilated light-tight box. The

temperature and humidity inside the box were continuously

monitored and balanced by adjusting the speed of the ventilating

fan. The box was placed in a light-tight room located in the same

facility as control animals. All the procedures of daily monitoring

and routine maintenance of dark reared mice were conducted

under infrared illumination by trained personal with the use of a

pair of IR sensitive goggles (B.E. Meyers and Co. Inc., Redmond,

WA).

ERG recordings and data analysis
Animals reared under cyclic light/dark conditions were dark-

adapted for at least 30 minutes before experiments. Dark reared

mice were transferred from dark room to the ERG recording

room in a light-tight transfer box. Just prior to the recordings, mice

were anesthetized with Xylazine (13 mg/kg) and Ketamine

(87 mg/kg) and the pupils were dilated with Atropine (1%,

Bausch & Lomb, Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Tampa, FL) and

Phenylephrine HCl (Mydfrin 2.5%, Alcon Inc., Humacao, Puerto

Rico). A topical anesthetic agent, proparacarine (0.5%, Alcon Inc.,

Humacao, Puerto Rico) was used before the contact electrodes

were applied to the corneas. ERGs were evoked by 100 ms white

flashes generated by LED arrays built in to a pair of miniature

Ganzfield stimulators for both eyes (EPIC-3000, LKC Technol-

ogies Inc., Gaithersburg, MD). Signals were band-pass filtered

between 0.3 Hz to 500 Hz. For each of the intensities between

0.008 cd*s/m2 (225 dB) and 0.8 cd*s/m2 (25 dB), ERGs were

averaged from 5 single flashes. Inter-stimulus interval was

30 seconds. ERGs were averaged from 3 single flashes for the

intensities between 2.5 cd*s/m2 (0 dB) and 25 cd*s/m2 (10 dB).

The inter-stimulus interval was 60 seconds. All recordings were

made at approximately the same time of the day.

Responses of ERG components were fitted to the following

equation (a modified Naka-Rushton function) using software Igor

(WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR) with the Levenberg-Marquardt

algorithm to determine the Rmax and I50:

R~Rminz Rmax-Rminð Þ= 1z I50=Ið Þnð Þ

Here R is the amplitude of ERG a-, b-wave or OPs, Rmax is the

amplitude of the saturated responses predicted from the record-

ings, Rmin is the amplitude of the minimum responses predicted

from the recordings, I is the light intensity for each recorded data

point (R), I50 is the light intensity at which the half saturated

response would be predicted from the recordings (semisaturation

constant), and n is a variable that determines the steepness of the

curves.

Student t-tests were used to examine the difference between two

means. All of the statistical tests were performed using software

StatView (Abacus Concepts, Berkeley, CA).

Results

The amplitudes of ERG responses are reduced in adult
D12/2 mice

The D1 dopamine receptors are found to be expressed in both

inner and outer retina [44–48] and pharmacologically blockage or

mutation of dopamine D1 receptors have been shown to reduce

the amplitudes of both a- and b-wave of ERG in rabbit, goldfish

and mouse retinas [59–62] but enhance the amplitudes of b- and

d-wave of both scotopic and photopic ERG in frog retina [63]. We

first determine the effects of genetic mutation of dopamine D1

receptor on the ERG of young adult mice. ERGs responding to 8

different light intensities were recorded from D12/2 and WT

mice at the age of postnatal day 30 (P30) and the amplitudes of the

three major components, a-wave, b-wave and oscillatory potentials

(OPs), were plotted as a function of stimulating light intensity to

form the intensity-response curves. Fig. 1A shows representative

waveforms of ERGs (left) and OPs (right) recorded from a WT

mouse. The initial portion of the a-wave is a measurement of

photoreceptor function. The b-wave is a measurement of ON
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bipolar cell function and reflects both photoreceptor and synaptic

function in the outer plexiform layer of the retina [64–65]. The

OPs, which reflects interactions among bipolar, amacrine and

ganglion cells, is a measurement of inner retinal function [66]. The

OPs shown in Fig. 1A were isolated by bandpass filtering (73 Hz to

500 Hz) the waves of ERGs and the amplitudes of OPs were

calculated by the sum of all peaks [67]. The light intensities used to

evoke ERG responses cover a wide range from 0.008 to 25 cd*s/

m2 (225 log unit to 10 log unit), which will only stimulate rods in

the lower intensities but probably both rods and cones at the high

intensities. Because no background light was used to isolate cone-

mediated light responses, the ERGs recorded in this study are

either scotopic or mesopic responses.

Figs. 1B, 1D and 1F show the average intensity-response curves

of ERG a-, b-wave and OPs recorded from D12/2 and WT

mice, respectively. For a-wave and OPs, the average intensity-

response curves of both WT and D12/2 mice have sigmoid

distribution, indicating that the light stimuli cover the most of the

response dynamic range of photoreceptors and inner retinal

neurons. On the other hand, the average intensity-response curves

of b-waves of both WT and D12/2 mice have a somewhat linear

distribution, indicating that the range of light intensity was

probably only wide enough to cover the middle portion of the

whole response spectrum of bipolar cells. By comparing the

intensity-response curves of a-, b-wave and OPs of D12/2 with

WT controls, it is evident that the amplitudes of ERG a-, b-wave

and OPs are all decreased in D12/2 mice. This is similar to the

effects of D1 receptor antagonists in rabbit retina [59] and a recent

report of D1 receptor mutation of mice [62]. Statistic tests (t-tests)

showed that the differences of the amplitudes of a-, b-wave and

OPs between D12/2 and WT mice are significant only for some

light intensities mostly towards the high light intensities. We

further examined these data by fitting them to a modified Naka-

Rushton function (see detailed description in Methods) to predict

the maximum a-, b-wave and OPs responses and the hemisatura-

tion constant (I50) of D12/2 and WT mice. Consistent with the

intensity-response curves, the predicted maximum a-wave and

OPs amplitudes are also significantly reduced in D12/2 mice

(Table 1). The average maximum a-wave amplitudes are

2364.6616.4 mV versus 2445.2618 mV for D12/2 and WT

mice (mean 6 SE for these and all following expressions,

p = 0.0056, t = 2.88) and the average maximum OPs amplitudes

are 653.6650 mV versus 914.3644.4 mV for D12/2 and WT

mice and (p = 0.0008, t = 23.637). Although the average maxi-

mum b-wave amplitude of D12/2 mice is 10.4% lower than that

of WT controls (993688.4 mV versus 1108.1644 mV), the

difference is not statistically significant (p = 0.1963, t = 21.307,

Table 1). The I50 for a-, b-wave and OPs of D12/2 mice are not

statistically different from that of age matched WT controls.

To further reveal the relative extent of the changes of ERG

responses due to D1 receptor mutation, we quantified the

differences of the intensity-response curves of ERG a-, b-wave

and OPs between D12/2 and WT mice by normalizing the

responses of D12/2 mice to the age-matched WT controls using

the following equation:

Rnor ið Þ~R ið Þ=Rave ið Þ|100

Here Rnor(i) represents the normalized a-, b-wave or OPs

amplitudes of D12/2 mice evoked by light intensity (i). R(i)

represents the actual a-, b-wave or OPs amplitudes of D12/2

mice evoked by light stimulus (i). Rave(i) is the average amplitudes

of a-, b-wave or OPs evoked by light stimulus (i) of WT control

mice. Therefore, the results of D12/2 mice are expressed as

Figure 1. The amplitudes of ERG a-, b-wave and OPs are
reduced in D12/2 mice. ERGs were recorded from dark-adapted P30
WT controls and D12/2 mice at eight different intensities of light
stimuli. The amplitudes of a-wave, b-wave and OPs were plotted as a
function of intensity of light stimuli as intensity-response curve and the
amplitudes of ERG a-, b-wave and OPs of D12/2 mice were also
normalized to the WT controls to reveal the relative changes of strength
of ERG of D12/2 mice. A: Representative ERG (left) and OPs (right)
waveforms recorded from a P30 WT mouse evoked by 8 different light
intensities (from 0.008 cd*s/m2 at the bottom to 25 cd*s/m2 at the top).
B: Average intensity-response curves of a-wave amplitude of WT (n = 40
eyes of 20 mice) and D12/2 (n = 20 eyes of 10 mice) mice. C:
Normalized ERG a-wave shows that the a-wave amplitudes of D12/2
mice were reduced by 40–50% at the light intensities of 0.08–0.25 cd*s/
m2. D: Average intensity-response curves of b-wave amplitude of the
same mice as shown in Fig. 1B. E: Normalized ERG b-wave showed less
than 20% reduction at all light intensities of D12/2 mice. F: Average
intensity-response curves of OPs amplitude of the same mice as shown
in Fig. 1B. G: Normalized ERG OPs shows that the OPs amplitudes of
D12/2 mice were reduced by 40% at the light intensities of 0.025–
0.08 cd*s/m2. In all panels, * indicates the difference is statistically
significant and p value is between 0.05 and 0.01; ** indicates p value is
smaller than 0.01; error bars indicate standard errors in this and all
following figures.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079625.g001
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percentiles of the responses of WT mice. It is interesting to note

that although the reduction of the amplitudes of ERG was most

significant for responses evoked by high light intensities (Figs. 1B,

1D and 1F), the most noticeable changes of normalized responses

are the amplitudes of a-wave and OPs to intermediate light

intensities (Figs. 1C and 1G). The normalized a-wave amplitudes

were reduced to 52617.8% and 57.767.7% of WT controls for

the light intensities of 0.08 cd*s/m2 and 0.25 cd*s/m2 while the

normalized a-wave amplitudes were only reduced to 87.864.2%

and 8963.4% of WT controls for the light intensities of 8 cd*s/m2

and 25 cd*s/m2. Similarly, the normalized OPs amplitudes were

reduced to 59610.7% and 64.866.7% of WT controls for the

light intensities of 0.025 cd*s/m2 and 0.08 cd*s/m2 while the

normalized OPs amplitudes were reduced to 8165.2% and

7266.3% of WT controls for the light intensities of 8 cd*s/m2 and

25 cd*s/m2. However, the normalized b-wave amplitudes do not

show this intensity-dependent reduction (Fig. 1E).

The differences in the changes of the amplitudes of a-, b-wave

and OPs of D12/2 mice imply that dopamine D1 receptors

might regulate the light responses of inner and outer retina

differently through regulating synaptic or response gain between

different retinal neurons. To further examine this possibility, we

assessed the changes of response gains of outer and inner retina

due to D1 receptor mutation by comparing the ratio of b/a-wave

and the ratio of OPs/b-wave of D12/2 and WT mice. Although

the b/a-wave ratio might not measure the exact synaptic gain

between photoreceptors and bipolar cells and the OPs/b-wave

ratio might not measure the exact synaptic gain between bipolar

cells and RGCs, the changes of these ratios could be used to

estimate the changes of the response gains between these neurons.

When the average b/a-wave ratios of WT mice were plotted as a

function of light intensity (Fig. 2A), the curve is relatively flat with

the highest b/a-wave ratio (224.465.45) at the light intensity of

0.025 cd*s/m2 and the lowest b/a-wave ratio (22.1460.13) at the

light intensity of 25 cd*s/m2. These results demonstrated that the

strength of light response gain at outer retina depends upon the

intensity of light stimulation and the light responses evoked by

weaker light stimuli have stronger synaptic gain. On the other

hand, the D12/2 mice have a much elevated b/a-wave ratio at

low-intermediate light intensities. The average b/a-wave ratios of

D12/2 mice at the light intensities of 0.08 cd*s/m2 and

0.25 cd*s/m2 are significantly higher than that of WT controls

(246.5611 versus 216.162.3; and 219.763.5 versus 21161.3

for D12/2 and WT mice; p = 0.0011 and 0.0061, t = 3.592 and

2.849, respectively).

To further reveal the relative extent of the changes of ERG

responses gain due to D1 receptor mutation, we normalized the

response gain of D12/2 mice to the age-matched WT controls

using the following equation:

Gnor ið Þ~G ið Þ=Gave ið Þ|100

Here Gnor(i) represents the normalized response gain of D12/2

mice evoked by light intensity (i). G(i) represents the actual

response gain of D12/2 mice evoked by light stimulus (i). Gave(i)

is the average response gain evoked by light stimulus (i) of WT

control mice. Therefore, the response gains of D12/2 mice are

expressed as percentile of the response gains of WT mice. Fig. 2B

shows that the b/a-wave ratios of D12/2 mice at the light

intensities of 0.08 cd*s/m2 and 0.25 cd*s/m2 are 288.4668.2%

and 178.5631.8% higher than that of WT controls. In contrast,

the ratios of OPs/b-wave of D12/2 mice are somewhat

overlapped with that of WT controls except at the light intensities

of 0.25 cd*s/m2 and 25 cd*s/m2, where the differences are

statistically significant (Fig. 2C, p = 0.0014 and 0.0355, t = 3.363

and 2.153, respectively). The normalized OPs/b-wave ratios of

D12/2 mice at the light intensities of 0.25 cd*s/m2 and 25 cd*s/

m2 are 66.266.4% and 84.666.7% of that of WT controls

(Fig. 2D). These results support the notion that dopamine D1

receptor preferentially increases the transmission of visual signaling

evoked by low-intermediate light intensities in outer retina but

decreases the transmission of visual signaling evoked by low-

intermediate light intensities in the inner retina. Furthermore, we

examined the light response kinetic of ERG by measuring the peak

times of ERG a-wave (Fig. 2E) and b-wave (Fig. 2F) of both D12/2

and WT mice. We found no significant difference of the peak time

for both a- and b-wave between WT and D12/2 mice.

Overall, the results shown above demonstrated a preferential

reduction of light response of retinal neurons located at both inner

and outer retina evoked by high light intensity and some notable

reduction of amplitudes of a-wave and OPs evoked by interme-

diate light intensities. Although the magnitude of the amplitude

changes of a-wave and OPs evoked by intermediate light

intensities is not as significant as the changes of a-wave and OPs

evoked by high light intensities, the relative impact could be

stronger because the overall response evoked by intermediate light

intensities is much smaller.

Table 1. Predicted maximum ERG responses.

P13 WT a-wave D12/2 a-wave WT b-wave D12/2 b-wave WT OPs D12/2 OPs

Mean (mV) 253.5 274.2 230.4 254.7 99 106.6

SE (mV) 8.4 10.4 43.7 31 14.6 18.7

n (eyes) 12 11* 12 12 12 12

p and t 0.1332 1.562 0.6538 0.455 0.7514 0.321

P30 WT a-wave D12/2 a-wave WT b-wave D12/2 b-wave WT OPs D12/2 OPs

Mean (mV) 2445.2 2364.6 1108.1 992.9 914.3 653.6

SE (mV) 18 16.4 44 88.4 44.4 50

n (eyes) 38* 19* 40 20 39* 20

p and t 0.0056 2.882 0.1963 21.307 0.0008 23.637

*: Results of 1–2 eyes of these groups could not be fitted with the model and those eyes are not included.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079625.t001
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Mutation of dopamine D1 receptor reduces the
developmental increase of ERG b-wave amplitudes

It has been shown that the amplitudes of ERG undergo

significant developmental enhancement during postnatal develop-

ment in human and other mammals [1–2,4,6,10–11,13,68–70].

To determine whether mutation of dopamine D1 receptor impacts

the development of light responsiveness of retina, we recorded

ERGs from WT and D12/2 mice at the time of eye opening

(P13) and compared with the ERGs of P30 WT and D12/2

mice. Figs. 3A, 3C and 3E show the average intensity-response

curves of ERG a-, b-wave and OPs recorded from D12/2 and

WT mice at the age of P13, respectively. Similar to the P30 mice,

the average intensity-response curves of a-wave and OPs of both

WT and D12/2 mice have sigmoid distribution, while the

average intensity-response curves of b-waves of both WT and

D12/2 mice have a linear distribution. The average amplitudes

of ERG a-wave and OPs of P13 D12/2 mice are not significantly

different from that of age-matched WT controls in most light

intensities (Figs. 3A and 3E) except at 1–2 light intensities.

Interestingly, the average amplitudes of ERG b-wave of P13

D12/2 mice are higher than that of age-matched WT controls

by 56.7% at 0.008 cd*s/m2 and 13% at 25 cd*s/m2. The

differences are statistically significant for the 5 low-intermediate

light intensities (0.008 cd*s/m2 to 0.8 cd*s/m2) but not the 3 high

light intensities (2.5 cd*s/m2 to 25 cd*s/m2) (Fig. 3C). Although

the predicted maximum amplitudes of a-, b-wave and OPs of

Figure 2. The response gains of inner and outer retina are differentially affected in D12/2 mice. The ratio of b-wave/a-wave was used to
assess the response gain of outer retina and the ratio of OPs/b-wave was used to assess the response gain of inner retina. The response gains of D12/2
mice were normalized to that of WT controls to reveal the relative changes of the response gains of D12/2 mice. A: The b-wave/a-wave ratios of WT and
D12/2 mice plotted as a function of the light intensity showing a significant increase of the response gains at the light intensities of 0.08–0.25 cd*s/m2.
B: The b-wave/a-wave ratios of D12/2 mice normalized to WT controls. C: The OPs/b-wave ratios of WT and D12/2 mice plotted as a function of the
light intensity. D: The OPs/b-wave ratios of D12/2 mice normalized to WT controls showing a significant decrease of the response gains at the light
intensities of 0.025–0.08 cd*s/m2. E: The time to peak of a-wave of WT and D12/2 mice plotted as a function of the light intensity showing no
difference between WT and D12/2 mice. F: The time to peak of b-wave of WT and D12/2 mice plotted as a function of the light intensity showing no
difference between WT and D12/2 mice. The data was from the same groups of WT and D12/2 mice as shown in Fig. 1.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079625.g002
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D12/2 mice are increased in comparison with the age-matched

WT controls (Table 1), the differences between the predicted

maximum values of WT and D12/2 mice are not statistically

significant (Table 1). One might argue that the lack of statistical

significance of the predicted maximum a-wave amplitudes

between WT and D12/2 mice is due to big variation of data

or insufficient number of mice tested. Nonetheless, these results

support the idea that mutation of D1 receptor has minimum

effects on the light responsiveness of inner retinal neurons at the

early stage of synaptic development of retina but selectively

enhances bipolar cell light responses.

We then determined whether mutation of dopamine D1

receptor affects the developmental changes of ERG responses.

We first calculated the ratios of ERGs recorded at P13 and P30 to

determine the magnitude of developmental changes of the major

components of ERGs of WT and D12/2 mice and then

compared the developmental changes of D12/2 mice with WT

controls. Fig. 3B shows the P30/P13 ratios of ERG a-wave

amplitudes of WT and D12/2 mice as a function of light

intensity. Although with significant variation, it is evident that the

P30/P13 ratios of a-wave amplitudes are greater than 100% at

most light intensities for both WT and D12/2 mice except a few

intensities (from 38.9610% and 160.4653.9% at 0.008 cd*s/m2

and 0.025 cd*s/m2 to 718.4618.7% and 548.5621% at 25 cd*s/

m2 for WT and D12/2 mice, respectively). In addition, the value

of the P30/P13 ratio increases with the light intensity for both WT

and D12/2 mice. Furthermore, the P30/P13 ratios of ERG a-

wave amplitudes of WT and D12/2 mice have a similar

distribution pattern at most light intensities and the distribution

curves are not systematically different except a few sporadic points

of light intensities where either WT or D12/2 mice have higher

ratio. These results demonstrated that the a-wave amplitudes

increase from P13 to P30 for both WT and D12/2 mice and

mutation of dopamine D1 receptor has limited effect on the

maturation of photoreceptor light response.

Similar to the P30/P13 ratios of ERG a-wave, the P30/P13

ratios of ERG b-wave are also greater than 100% at all light

intensities for both WT and D12/2 mice (from 676.1621.2%

and 389.9620.6% at 0.008 cd*s/m2 to 423.1610.6% and

319.7617% at 25 cd*s/m2 for WT and D12/2 mice, respec-

tively) (Fig. 3D), demonstrating that the amplitudes of b-wave

increased by approximately 4–7 fold from P13 to P30 for both WT

and D12/2 mice. However, the distributions of P30/P13 ratios

of ERG b-wave amplitudes are significantly different from the

P30/P13 ratios of a-wave in the following three aspects. First, the

value of the P30/P13 ratio of b-wave decreased, but not increased,

with the light intensity in WT mice from 676.1621.2% at the light

intensity of 0.008 cd*s/m2 to 423.1610.6% at the light intensity

25 cd*s/m2. Second, the P30/P13 ratios of b-wave amplitudes of

D12/2 mice are significantly lower than that of WT controls at

all light intensities. Third, the difference of the P30/P13 ratio of b-

wave amplitudes between WT and D12/2 mice at low light

intensities is much bigger than that at high light intensities (WT

versus D12/2 mice; 676.1621.2% versus 389.9620.6% at

0.008 cd*s/m2; 423.1610.6% versus 319.7617% at 25 cd*s/m2)

and, therefore, the preference of the developmental increase of

rod-mediated b-wave amplitudes observed in WT mice is

diminished in D12/2 mice. These results demonstrated that

dopamine D1 receptor is required for the developmental increase

of bipolar cell light responses and D1 receptors seem to have a

stronger effect on the maturation of rod bipolar cell light

responses.

Fig. 3F shows the P30/P13 ratios of OPs amplitudes of WT and

D12/2 mice as a function of light intensity. Again, the P30/P13

ratios of OPs amplitudes of WT and D12/2 mice are greater

than 100% at all light intensities (from 136.967.9% and

203.4620.5% at 0.008 cd*s/m2 to 804632.9% and

563.2649.2% at 25 cd*s/m2 for WT and D12/2 mice,

respectively). Different from the distributions of P30/P13 ratios

of both a- and b-wave, the distributions of the P30/P13 ratios of

OPs amplitudes of WT and D12/2 mice show a clear biphasic

pattern. The P30/P13 ratios increase with light at the low

intensities (0.008 cd*s/m2 to 0.08 cd*s/m2) and the ratio curve

remains relatively flat at intermediate-high light intensities

(0.25 cd*s/m2 to 25 cd*s/m2). Similar to the P30/P13 ratios of

ERG a-wave, the P30/P13 ratios of OPs amplitudes of WT and

D12/2 mice have similar distribution curves, which roughly

overlapped at most light intensities with a few sporadic points of

light intensities where either WT or D12/2 mice have higher

ratio, suggesting that dopamine D1 receptors play a limited role to

the maturation of OPs.

Mutation of dopamine D1 receptor selectively blocks the
effects of light deprivation on the amplitudes of OPs

The developmental enhancement of ERG responses of mouse

retina has been shown to be sensitive to light deprivation. Long-

term light deprivation of developing vertebrates significantly

altered the amplitudes of all three major components of flash

light ERG [15,25,71–74]. Because dopamine D1 receptor has

been shown to participate in the activity-dependent synaptic

plasticity in CNS [30–33], we investigated whether dopamine D1

receptor participates in the activity-dependent development of

ERG response of mice. We dark reared both D12/2 and WT

mice from birth to P30 and compared the ERG responses of these

dark reared mice with that of age-matched controls raised under

cyclic light conditions. Similar to previous reports, WT mice raised

in constant darkness from birth to P30 have reduced amplitudes of

all three major components of ERG, especially the amplitudes of

OPs for high light intensities. The amplitudes of a-waves were

reduced to 46.8620.9% and 89.764.8% of control levels at light

intensities of 0.008 cd*s/m2 and 25 cd*s/m2, respectively

(Fig. 4A). The amplitudes of b-waves were reduced to

78.365.4% and 8863.9% of control levels at light intensities of

0.008 cd*s/m2 and 25 cd*s/m2, respectively (Fig. 4B), and the

amplitudes of OPs were reduced to 71.666.8% and 71.565.4% of

control levels at light intensities of 0.008 cd*s/m2 and 25 cd*s/m2,

respectively (Fig. 4C). Similar to the WT mice, the amplitudes of a-

and b-waves of dark reared D12/2 mice are reduced as that of

dark reared WT mice (Figs. 4D and 4E). However, the amplitudes

of OPs of D12/2 mice raised in constant darkness are not

different from that of age-matched D12/2 mice raised under

cyclic light conditions at all light intensities (Fig. 4F). These results

suggest that light stimulation differentially regulate the response

gains in the outer and inner retina through dopamine D1

receptor-mediated signaling.

Mutation of dopamine D1 receptor differentially affects
the response gain and the kinetics of inner and outer
retina of dark reared mice

To further test this possibility, we analyzed the b/a-wave ratio

and the OPs/b-wave ratio of WT and D12/2 mice raised in

constant darkness and compared with that of D12/2 and WT

mice raised under cyclic light conditions. Fig. 5A shows that the b/

a-wave ratio of WT mice raised under cyclic light conditions is

relatively flat as a function of light intensity. The b/a-wave ratios

of dark reared WT mice at low light intensities were significantly

increased while the b/a-wave ratios at light intensities higher than
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0.25 cd*s/m2 were not different from that of WT control mice.

The most significant effect was observed at the light intensity of

0.025 cd*s/m2, where the b/a-wave ratio of dark reared WT mice

(288.4613.7) was 3.7-fold higher than that of WT control mice

(224.465.5). On the other hand, the D12/2 control mice have

significantly higher b/a-wave ratios at low-intermediate light

intensities than that of high light intensities. Instead of increasing

the b/a-wave ratio as dark-reared WT mice, dark rearing

significantly decreased the b/a-wave ratios at low-intermediate

light intensities of D12/2 mice. The b/a-wave ratio of D12/2

control mice at 0.08 cd*s/m2 was 246.5611 and it was decreased

by 70% (13.961.6) in dark reared D12/2 mice (Fig. 5C,

p = 0.0078, t = 2.929). Similar to WT mice, the b/a-wave ratios of

D12/2 mice for the high light intensities are not affected by dark

rearing. Fig. 5E compares the effects of dark rearing on the b/a-

wave ratios of WT and D12/2 mice. The b/a-wave ratios of

Figure 3. D12/2 mice have selective increase of ERG b-wave amplitude at the time of eye opening. ERGs were recorded from dark-
adapted WT and D12/2 mice at the age of P13. The amplitudes of a-wave, b-wave and OPs were plotted as a function of intensity of light stimuli
and the amplitudes of ERG a-wave, b-wave and OPs of P13 WT and D12/2 mice were compared with that of P30 mice to reveal the developmental
changes of ERG amplitudes. A: Average intensity-response curves of a-wave amplitude of WT (n = 12 eyes of 6 mice) and D12/2 (n = 12 eyes of 6
mice) mice. B: The P30/P13 ratios of ERG a-wave amplitudes of WT and D12/2 mice as a function of light intensity. C: Average intensity-response
curves of b-wave amplitude of the same groups WT and D12/2 mice. D: The P30/P13 ratios of b-wave amplitudes of WT and D12/2 mice as a
function of light intensity. E: Average intensity-response curves of OPs of WT and D12/2 mice. F: The P30/P13 ratios of OPs amplitudes of WT and
D12/2 mice as a function of light intensity.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079625.g003
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dark reared WT mice are normalized to the age-matched WT

controls and the b/a-wave ratios of dark reared D12/2 mice are

normalized to the age-matched D12/2 control mice. It is evident

that both dark rearing and D1 receptor mutation preferentially

affect the b/a-wave ratios at low-intermediate light intensities and

the dark rearing has opposite effects on b/a-wave ratios of WT

and D12/2 mice.

In contrast to the effects on the b/a-wave ratio, dark rearing has

very little effect on the OPs/b-wave ratio of both WT and D12/

2 mice (Figs. 5B and 5D). In addition, dark rearing reduced, but

not increased, the OPs/b-wave ratio of WT mice and slightly

increased, but not reduced, the OPs/b-wave ratio of D12/2

mice. By comparing the normalized OPs/b-wave ratios of dark

reared WT and D12/2 mice, it is evident that dark rearing

slightly decreased the OPs/b-wave ratio in WT mice and slightly

increased the OPs/b-wave ratio in D12/2 mice in a similar

magnitude for all light intensities (Fig. 5F).

We further examined the effects induced by dark rearing on the

light response kinetics of ERG by measuring the peak times of

ERG a-wave and b-wave of both WT and D12/2 mice raised in

constant darkness and cyclic light conditions. For WT mice, dark

rearing reduced the peak time of both a- and b-waves and the

differences between dark reared and control WT mice are

statistically significant at most of the light intensities (Figs. 6A

and 6B). For D12/2 mice, dark rearing slightly increased the a-

wave peak time while most of the differences are statistically

insignificant (Fig. 6C). Dark rearing had little effect on the b-wave

peak time (Fig. 6D). Figs. 6E and 6F compare the effects of dark

rearing on the a- and b-wave peak times of WT and D12/2 mice

by normalizing the a- and b-wave peak times of dark reared mice

to the genetic- and age-matched controls. Interestingly, dark

rearing induced effects on a-wave peak times of both WT and

D12/2 mice showed a light intensity dependency. Similar to the

b/a-wave ratio, the changes of the a-wave peak times in dark

reared mice have a higher magnitude for responses evoked by low-

intermediate light intensities except the lowest intensity (Fig. 6E).

On the other hand, dark rearing had much weaker effect on the b-

wave peak time of both WT and D12/2 mice and the changes

across all the light intensities have the similar magnitude (Fig. 6F).

Overall, these results demonstrated that mutation of dopamine

D1 receptor selectively eliminated the effects of dark rearing on the

OPs amplitude without effect on dark rearing induced reduction of

the amplitudes of a- and b-wave. In addition, mutation of

dopamine D1 receptor reversed the effects of dark rearing on the

outer retinal response gain measured as the b/a-wave ratio.

Furthermore, mutation of dopamine D1 receptor reversed the

effect of dark rearing on the photoreceptor response kinetics from

decreasing the a-wave peak time in WT mice to increasing the a-

wave peak time in D12/2 mice preferentially for low-interme-

diate light intensities.

Figure 4. Light deprivation suppresses the OPs amplitudes of WT but not D12/2 mice. To determine the effects of light deprivation on
ERG amplitudes, WT and D12/2 mice were raised in constant darkness from birth and the ERGs were recorded at P30. A: Average intensity-response
curves of a-wave amplitude of WT mice raised in cyclic light/dark conditions (WT Light, 20 mice, 40 eyes) and constant darkness (WT Dark, 7 mice, 14
eyes). B: Average intensity-response curves of b-wave amplitude of WT mice raised in cyclic light/dark conditions and constant darkness. C: Average
intensity-response curves of OPs of WT mice raised in cyclic light/dark conditions and constant darkness showing significant decrease of the OPs
amplitudes of dark-reared mice. D: Average intensity-response curves of a-wave amplitude of D12/2 mice raised in cyclic light/dark conditions
(D12/2 Light, 10 mice, 20 eyes) and constant darkness (D12/2 Dark, 6 mice, 12 eyes). E: Average intensity-response curves of b-wave amplitude of
D12/2 mice raised in cyclic light/dark conditions and constant darkness. F: Average intensity-response curves of OPs of D12/2 mice raised in cyclic
light/dark conditions and constant darkness showing no significant difference between the OPs amplitudes of dark-reared mice and mice raised
under cyclic light/dark conditions.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079625.g004
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Discussion

There are three fundamental findings in this study. First,

mutation of dopamine D1 receptor reduced the amplitudes of all

three major ERG components, a-, b-wave and OPs, evoked by

high intensity of light in adult mice. When the relative strength of

the ERG responses are considered, the D12/2 mice have

selective reduction of the amplitudes of a-wave and OPs evoked by

low-intermediate intensities of lights. Second, dopamine D1

receptor selectively regulates the development of ON bipolar cell

light response. At early stage of the synaptic development of retina,

mutation of D1 receptor selectively increases the amplitudes of

ON bipolar cell light responses measured as ERG b-wave.

However, mutation of D1 receptor selectively reduced the

developmental increase of the amplitude of ERG b-wave during

late postnatal development after eye opening. Third, dark rearing

of WT mice significantly reduced the amplitudes of b-wave and

OPs, increased the outer retinal light response gain to the low

intensity of light, and altered the light response kinetics of both a-

and b-waves. Mutation of D1 receptor diminished the effects of

Figure 5. Dopamine D1 receptors mediate the light-sensitive response gain of outer retina. The b-wave/a-wave ratios and OPs/b-waves
ratios of WT and D12/2 mice raised under cyclic light/dark conditions and constant darkness were used to assess the effects of light deprivation on
the response gains of ERG. A: The b-wave/a-wave ratios of WT mice raised under cyclic light/dark conditions and constant darkness were plotted as a
function of the light intensity showing a significant increase of the outer retina response gain at the light intensities of 0.008–0.08 cd*s/m2. B: The
OPs/b-wave ratios of WT mice raised under cyclic light/dark conditions and constant darkness. C: The b-wave/a-wave ratios of D12/2 mice raised
under cyclic light/dark conditions and constant darkness showing a significant decrease of the outer retina response gain at the light intensities of
0.08–0.25 cd*s/m2. D: The OPs/b-wave ratios of D12/2 mice raised under cyclic light/dark conditions and constant darkness. E: The b-wave/a-wave
ratios of D12/2 mice raised in constant dark were normalized to D12/2 mice raised in cyclic light/dark conditions while the b-wave/a-wave ratios of
WT mice raised in constant dark were normalized to WT mice raised in cyclic light/dark conditions. The two normalized b-wave/a-wave curves were
plotted as functions of light intensities and showed that light deprivation significantly increased the b-wave/a-wave ratios of light responses evoked
by low light intensities in WT but not D12/2 mice. F: The OPs/b-wave ratios of D12/2 and WT mice raised in constant dark were normalized to
control mice raised in cyclic light/dark conditions, respectively, and plotted as functions of light intensities.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079625.g005
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dark rearing on the amplitudes of OPs, reversed the dark rearing

induced effects on the response gain of outer retina and the

changes of the kinetics of ERG a-wave. These results demonstrat-

ed roles of dopamine D1 receptor in the activity-dependent

functional development of mouse retina.

The effects of D1 receptor on ERG of adult mice
The effects of D1 dopamine receptor on the ERG seem to be

contradictory. It has been reported that mice with genetic deletion

of D1 dopamine receptors have reduced amplitudes of b-wave of

both scotopic and photopic ERG evoked by flash light with

intensities comparable to ours [51,61–62]. Consistently, D1

receptor agonist, SKF 38393, greatly enhanced the amplitudes

of b-wave, while D1 receptor antagonist, SCH 23390, reduced the

amplitudes of b-wave of light adapted ERG in goldfish [60]. In

human, blocking of D1 dopamine receptors reduced the ampli-

tudes of both b-wave and OPs [75]. However, both D1 agonists

and antagonists provoked a reduction of the amplitudes of b-wave

of scotopic and photopic ERG evoked by 0.1 cd*s/m2 and 3 cd*s/

m2 of lights in rabbits [59]. In frogs, pharmacological blockage of

D1 dopamine receptors increased the amplitudes of b- and d-

waves of both dark and light adapted ERG with more significant

Figure 6. Dopamine D1 receptors mediate the light-sensitive kinetics of ERG a-wave and b-wave. The time to peak of ERG a-wave and b-
wave of WT and D12/2 mice raised under cyclic light/dark conditions and constant darkness were measured and plotted as a function of the light
intensity. A: The time to peak of a-wave of WT mice raised under cyclic light/dark conditions and constant darkness plotted as a function of the light
intensity. B: The time to peak of b-wave of WT mice raised under cyclic light/dark conditions and constant darkness plotted as a function of the light
intensity. C: The time to peak of a-wave of D12/2 mice raised under cyclic light/dark conditions and constant darkness plotted as a function of the
light intensity. D: The time to peak of b-wave of D12/2 mice raised under cyclic light/dark conditions and constant darkness plotted as a function of
the light intensity. E: The time to peak of ERG a-wave of D12/2 and WT mice raised in constant dark were normalized to that of D12/2 and WT
control mice raised in cyclic light/dark conditions, respectively, and plotted as functions of light intensities, showing that light deprivation had
opposite effect on the time to peak of ERG a-wave of WT and D12/2 mice. F: The time to peak of ERG b-wave of D12/2 and WT mice raised in
constant dark were normalized to control mice raised in cyclic light/dark conditions, respectively, and plotted as functions of light intensities.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079625.g006
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effect to the rod-mediated responses [63], while D1 dopamine

receptors antagonists increased the retinal ganglion cell responses

in cats [76]. In rabbit and mudpuppy retinas, selective depletion of

retinal dopamine resulted in pronounced increase of the ampli-

tudes of ERG a-, b-wave and OPs [77–78]. Blockade of dopamine

uptake at low concentration enhance the amplitudes of OPs but

reduce the amplitudes of OPs at high concentration in rabbits

[79].

Our results of D12/2 mice at P30 showed reduced amplitudes

of all three major ERG components, a-, b-wave and OPs. The

decreasing of the amplitudes of ERG a- and b-wave is consistent

with the recent reports of ERG of D12/2 mice by others [51,61–

62]. It is worth to note that the D12/2 mice have selective

reduction of the relative strength of a-wave and OPs evoked by

low-intermediate intensities of lights. This is consistent with the

idea that dopamine D1 receptors preferentially regulate rod-

dominated visual signals. Although the reduction of the amplitude

of OPs with blockade or mutation of D1 dopamine receptors has

not been reported previously, it was reported that dopamine

regulates the amplitudes of OPs in two opposite directions in a

concentration dependent manner. In vivo application of a

dopamine uptake blocker, nomifensine, at low concentration

enhanced the amplitude of OPs in rabbits but attenuated the

amplitude of OPs at high concentration [78]. These results imply

that dopamine might regulate OPs through two different subtypes

of dopamine receptors and activation of D1 receptors needs high

concentration of dopamine.

Interestingly, the selective reduction of the relative strength of a-

wave and OPs evoked by low-intermediate intensities of lights

resemble the response profiles of light mediated gap junction

coupling between horizontal cells and AII amacrine cells. It has

been well demonstrated that both horizontal cells and AII

amacrine cells form gap junctions with neighboring horizontal

and AII amacrine cells and the conductance of these gap junctions

is regulated by light in a triphasic manner [80]. In fully dark

adapted retina, the conductance of gap junctions between

horizontal cells and AII amacrine cells is low and, therefore, each

horizontal cell or AII amacrine cell only couples with a few

neighboring horizontal or AII amacrine cells. Under background

light as dim as 0.25 to 1.5 log units above rod threshold, the extent

of tracer coupling between both horizontal cells and AII amacrine

cells increases by 7–25 times. However, further increase of

background light will uncouple the horizontal and AII amacrine

cells [81–84]. Therefore, coupling is maximized under dim light

conditions and diminishes as the retina is dark or light adapted.

Because both horizontal cells and AII amacrine cells express D1

dopamine receptors [44–46], D1 receptor-mediated signaling

regulates gap junction coupling of these cells [85–89], and light

regulates the activity of D1 dopamine receptor through controlling

the release of dopamine in retina [55–58], this light-dependent

triphasic regulation of gap junction coupling between horizontal

cells and AII amacrine cells is considered as a D1 dopamine

receptor-mediated adaptation mechanism to enhance retinal

sensitivity to light under dim ambient illuminate conditions [80].

Consistently, mutation of the gene for the gap junction protein of

AII-AII amacrine cell coupling, CX36, resulted in decreases of the

light sensitivity of the most sensitive RGCs in mice [90]. The

triphasic changes of horizontal and AII amacrine cell gap junction

coupling are very similar to the changes of the response curves of the

relative strength of a-wave and OPs we observed from D12/2

mice. Therefore, it is plausible to assume that the selective reduction

of the relative strength of OPs evoked by low-intermediate

intensities of lights in D12/2 mice might be the result of the lack

of light induced increase of AII-AII amacrine cell coupling through

activation of D1 dopamine receptors. However, whether and how

the change of gap junction conductance of horizontal cells alters the

light responses of rods and the relative strength of ERG a-wave need

to be further determined.

An unexpected finding of this study is that D12/2 mice

showed opposite changes on the response gains of outer and inner

retina. In the outer retina, the ratio of b/a-wave is enhanced in

D12/2 mice, especially for the response evoked by low intensities

of lights, while in the inner retina, the ratio of OPs/b-wave is

decreased at the similar light intensity. Although the amplitudes of

all the three ERG components are reduced in D12/2 mice, the

magnitude of the reduction of b-wave is significantly smaller than

that of a-wave and OPs, especially the responses evoked by low

intensities of lights, which resulted in the changes of the response

gains of outer and inner retina in opposite directions. Because D1

receptor is not expressed by photoreceptors or bipolar cells but

only horizontal cells in the outer retina, the changes of response

gain in the outer retina must be regulated by horizontal cells.

Numerous studies have shown that activation of D1 dopamine

receptors on horizontal cells could reduce gap junction connec-

tions between these cells, increase trans-membrane calcium

currents, increase GABA release from horizontal cells to rod

bipolar cells to sensitize the bipolar cells, and regulate the synaptic

structures of these cells [46,51,80,85–86,91–93]. The change of

response gain between photoreceptors and bipolar cells could be

the results of either a D1 receptor-mediated developmental

synaptic alteration or a D1 receptor-mediated adaptation mech-

anism. A more specific study is needed to further distinguish these

two possibilities. In the inner retina, D1 receptor is expressed by

both amacrine and ganglion cells [44–45,47–48,87–89] and both

of these two types of cells could participate in the generation of

OPs [69–70]. In addition to the lack of D1-receptor mediated AII-

AII amacrine cell coupling, further investigation of whether D1

dopamine receptors regulate synaptic transmission between

bipolar, amacrine and ganglion cells will help to have a better

understanding of how D1 dopamine receptors regulate visual

signal processing in the inner retina.

The effects of D1 receptor on ERG of developing mice
The changes of ERG during postnatal development have been

widely reported and the ages at which ERG parameters reach

adult values vary considerably across species. In human, the a- and

b-waves are present at birth. The amplitudes of these waves

increase considerably during postnatal development and reach the

adult level by the ages of 3–15 years [2,4,13,68], indicating an

immediate capability of light responsiveness after birth but a

continuous maturation period of 15 years for human retina.

However, the amplitude ratio a-/b-wave remains constant during

postnatal development [4], suggesting that the response gain at

outer retina is balanced and stabilized during the whole course of

the postnatal development. On the other hand, the OPs are the

most immature component of ERG in early infancy, but develop

quickly and reach the adult level by two years of age [13],

implying a much faster development process than that of ERG a-

and b-wave and a possible early increase and later decrease of

response gain at inner retina. In guinea pig, the amplitudes of

ERG detected at birth was 50% of the adult level and reached

maximal values 12 days after birth [94]. In rabbit and rat, the

initiation of retinal light responsiveness is later and the maturation

process takes much longer time than that of guinea pig. The a-

wave appears during the second postnatal week and the amplitude

of a-wave reaches the adult value by the age of P30–40. After the

a-wave, the b-wave and OPs appear and rapidly grow between the

second and third weeks but continues to increase slowly after P40
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[3,5–6,10,70–71,95–98]. Therefore, the developmental profiles of

retina vary significantly among different species of rodents. The

increase of ERG amplitudes in postnatal development seems

related to the maturation of retinal neurons [94,99–100] and no

study has reported whether dopamine receptors play roles on the

postnatal development of retina.

Similar to rabbits and rats, ERG responses can be detected from

mice at the age of P10 in our laboratory (data not shown). After

eye opening, the amplitudes of all three major ERG components

are increased from P13 to P30 in mice. Interestingly, we noticed

that the age-dependent increase of ERG amplitudes is light

intensity-dependent and the light intensity-dependency of a-, b-

wave and OPs have significant different patterns. The photore-

ceptor light responses measured as ERG a-wave have a much

weaker age-dependent enhancement at low intensity of light but

much stronger age-dependent enhancement at high intensity of

light. Because the retinal responses to minimum and maximum

light intensities could be used to evaluate the retinal threshold

sensitivity and maximum capability to light stimulation, these

results suggest that the threshold sensitivity matures earlier and is

less affected during postnatal development than the maximum

light response capability at the photoreceptor level. On the other

hand, the bipolar cell light responses measured as ERG b-wave

have much stronger age-dependent enhancement at low intensity

of light but much weaker age-dependent enhancement at high

intensity of light, indicating that the maturation of retina has a

stronger effect on bipolar cell threshold sensitivity than the

maximum light response capability although both are enhanced

during postnatal development. Because the threshold sensitivity of

bipolar cells increased much more than that of photoreceptors, the

developmental enhancement of bipolar cell threshold sensitivity

must be the result of the enhancement of synaptic gain between

photoreceptor and bipolar cells. The P30/P13 ratios of OPs, a

measurement of the inner retinal responses, have a biphasic

pattern with increasing of the ratio at low intensity of lights but

without intensity-dependent increase at high intensities of light,

supporting the idea that the maturation of retina has stronger

effect on the threshold sensitivity of inner retina for intermediate

intensities of light. Therefore, our results demonstrated age-

dependent changes of retinal light responsiveness at all three

different cellular levels during postnatal development and

suggested that the developmental enhancements of the retinal

light responsiveness at different cellular levels are likely to be

regulated by different mechanisms.

One goal of this study is to address the question of whether D1

dopamine receptors regulate the development of retinal light

responsiveness. Our results demonstrated that D1 dopamine

receptors selectively regulate the postnatal development of bipolar

cell light responses. Although the amplitudes of all the three major

components of the ERG of D12/2 mice increased with age, they

are all reduced in comparison with age-matched WT controls. In

contrast to the adult mice, D12/2 mice at P13 showed an

increase, but not a decrease, of the amplitude of ERG b-wave,

indicating that D1 receptor-mediated signaling regulates the ERG

b-wave in a bidirectional manner. This bidirectional regulation

appears to be inhibitory during early postnatal development but

excitatory in adulthood. Therefore, genetic mutation of D1

dopamine receptor will release the inhibition and enhance b-wave

amplitude at early postnatal development but reduce the

excitation and decrease b-wave amplitude in adults. Such

bidirectional regulation could be achieved by D1 dopamine

receptor mediated GABA release from horizontal cells. It was

shown that activation of D1 dopamine receptors on horizontal

cells promotes GABA release from these cells and the GABA

released from horizontal cells can sensitize rod-bipolar cells to

enhance rod-bipolar cell light responses by activating GABAc

receptors on these cells in adult mice [51]. It is possible that the

GABA released from horizontal cells might activate GABAa

receptors on rod-bipolar cells in immature retinas and, therefore,

suppress rod-bipolar cell light response in young mice. However,

this possibility needs to be further investigated by determining the

developmental profile of GABAa receptor-mediated synaptic

response of rod bipolar cells, especially the responses on the

dendritic terminals. In addition, the preferential enhancement of

threshold sensitivity of bipolar cells during postnatal development

is diminished in D12/2 mice, suggesting a preferential defect of

rod bipolar cell dominated response with D1 receptor mutation. If

this developmental enhancement of the threshold sensitivity of the

rod-dominated bipolar cell response represents the changes of

dopamine D1 receptor-regulated GABAc receptor activation on

bipolar cells [51], this signaling pathway must undergo a

developmental enhancement after eye opening. Furthermore, the

significant change of ERG b-wave in developing retina with D1

dopamine receptor mutation seems to have little effect on the

amplitude of OPs, suggesting an additional compensatory

mechanism between bipolar cell light response and inner retinal

light response. Taken together, these results demonstrated that D1

dopamine receptor is required for the maturation of bipolar cell

light responses and support the idea that D1 receptors inhibit the

bipolar cell light responses at young mice and this inhibition might

be important for the development of bipolar cell light responses,

especially the rod-dominated bipolar cell responses.

The role of D1 dopamine receptor on the activity-
dependent development of ERG

Another goal of this study is to determine whether D1 dopamine

receptors participate in the light deprivation induced defects of the

development of retinal light responsiveness. The effects of light

deprivation on ERG have been reported previously. Dark rearing

or monocular light deprivation of cats for 2 to 4 weeks significantly

suppressed b-wave amplitudes [72–73]. Dark rearing mice from

birth to P30–90 significantly decreased the amplitudes of ERG a-,

b-waves and OPs. Interestingly, light deprivation induced

suppression of the amplitudes of OPs can be completely reversed

by returning the mice back to cyclic light/dark conditions for 1 to

2 weeks. However, the recovery time course was age-dependent

with younger animals needing a longer time to achieve a full

recovery, indicating that the effects induced by light deprivation

on the ERG are more likely due to developmental or activity-

dependent plasticity but not a simple adaptation [25].

Our current study confirmed previous observations that mice

raised under constant darkness have reduced amplitudes of ERG

a-, b-waves and OPs. Because the amplitudes of ERG b-wave are

reduced by dark rearing in both WT and D12/2 mice, it strongly

suggests that light deprivation does not suppress the amplitudes of

ERG b-wave through D1 dopamine receptor-mediated mecha-

nism. Although it has been shown that dark rearing delayed the

bipolar cell morphological maturation in rabbits during early

postnatal development, most bipolar cells reach mature morphol-

ogy by the time of eye opening (P10–11) [21]. Therefore, it is

unlikely that the reduced ERG b-wave of dark reared WT and

D12/2 mice at P30 is the result of delayed morphological

maturation of bipolar cells. Interestingly, dark rearing increased

the b-/a-wave ratio of WT mice but decreased the b-/a-wave ratio

of D12/2 mice. The opposite effects of dark rearing on the b-/a-

wave ratio of WT and D12/2 mice seem to be the result of a

stronger reduction of b-wave of dark reared D12/2 mice,

particularly the b-wave evoked by low intensity of lights. Because
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dopamine release in the retina is likely to be reduced in dark

reared animals [56–58,101–104], dark rearing would reduce the

activation of D1 dopamine receptors in WT mice but not induce

any D1 receptor mediated effects in D12/2 mice. The fact that

dark rearing reduced the b-/a-wave ratio of D12/2 mice to the

level of WT mice raised under the cyclic light conditions suggests

that dopamine reduces the b-/a-wave ratio through activation of

D1 dopamine receptors and enhances the b-/a-wave ratio through

another mechanism. Without D1 dopamine receptors in D12/2

mice, the b-/a-wave ratio was enhanced and the enhancement of

the b-/a-wave ratio was completely diminished by light depriva-

tion. Possibly, dopamine enhances the b-/a-wave ratio through

D2/D4 family receptors. Consistent with this idea, pharmacolog-

ically activation of D2 dopamine receptors enhanced the

amplitude of ERG b-wave [105] while genetic disruption of gene

for D4 dopamine receptors significantly reduced the amplitude of

ERG b-wave [106].

In the inner retina, the amplitude of OPs is reduced in D12/2

mice raised under cyclic light conditions, indicating that D1

receptor-mediated activity enhance the amplitude of OPs.

However, dark rearing of WT mice reduced the amplitudes of

OPs to the same level as that of D12/2 mice raised under cyclic

light conditions and dark rearing of D12/2 mice had no

additional effect on the amplitudes of OPs although the amplitude

of b-wave of D12/2 mice is significantly reduced. Even though

WT and D12/2 mice raised in constant darkness both have

reduced amplitudes of a- and b-waves, the lack of effectiveness of

light deprivation on the amplitudes of OPs of D12/2 mice

strongly supports the idea that the activity-dependent regulation of

inner retinal light responses is dominated by the D1 dopamine

receptors.

Light deprivation has been shown to regulate the development

of several important cellular and synaptic features in the inner

retina, such as the expression of BDNF, GABA and glutamate

receptors of retinal neurons [27–30,107], the formation of the

inhibitory synapses in the inner plexiform layer (IPL) of mouse and

rat retinas [19–20], the dendritic refinement of RGCs of hamster

and mouse retinas [18,22,108], the strength of spontaneous RGC

synaptic inputs [17] and the size of inhibitory receptive field of

RGCs [109]. However, others have reported that visual depriva-

tion has no discernible effect on retinal light-evoked responses as

assessed by changes in the amplitude of RGC responses to light

[110–113]. It is increasingly clear that bipolar cells, amacrine cells

and RGCs are all heterogeneous not only in structure and function

but also in the underlying regulatory mechanism for their

maturation and, possibly responses to light deprivation. A better

understanding of how light deprivation and D1 dopamine

receptors regulate the amplitude of OPs will critically depend

upon the more precise identification of the exact cellular and

synaptic origins of the OPs.

Another interesting question is whether the defects observed

from the D12/2 mice are the results of activity-dependent

synaptic plasticity or merely a disruption of adaptation/circadian

rhythms. It is clear that the postnatal development of retina

involves both structural and functional changes and light

deprivation causes both temporal and long-term changes of retinal

structure and function [1–29]. Dopamine receptors certainly have

the capability of regulating the structural and functional changes

of synapses of neurons of both CNS and retina [30–43].

Interestingly, a recent study showed that dopamine D1 receptors

only regulate the baseline amplitude but not the rhythmic changes

of ERG b-wave and dopamine D1 receptor agonist, SKF38393, or

L-DOPA could rescue the defects of visual acuity and circadian

rhythms of ERG but not the amplitude of ERG of dopamine-

deficient mice [61]. Taken together with our earlier finding that

the light deprivation induced suppression of the amplitudes of OPs

can be completely reversed by returning the mice back to cyclic

light/dark conditions for 1 to 2 weeks [25], it is unlikely that the

effect of dark rearing or dopamine D1 receptor mutation on the

amplitude of OPs is the results of a simple adaptation or an

alteration of circadian rhythms. However, whether D1 dopamine

receptor regulates additional structural synaptic plasticity with

light deprivation needs to be further investigated.
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